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Presentation Notes
This paper discusses the evolution of a prototype App for digital humanities and cultural heritage from the perspective of how to trigger reflection, best described as a geo-located outdoor exhibition played between different cities.Encompass ideas of public engagement, story telling and public history



A quick overview of Pilot 4, Crosscult

 Uses a game framework to create geo-located personalised exhibition

 Aims to encourage reflection

 “Hides” historic multimedia objects within the cities
 Objects and their short narratives are used to trigger reflection

 Players uncover, reflect and (re)interpret historic topics as they (re)discover 
the city

 Explore connections that co-exist between both cities

 Connects historic topics across two cities Valletta and Luxembourg
 Prototype topics are based on broad topic of migration
 Tries to connect 2 different time periods

 Ability contribute personal stories
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Presentation Notes
How to design such an APP? Essentially what we are building is a non-linear story-telling process that should engage and elicit personal reflections based on the stories told and uncovered. 



What will we explore today

 Describe a method for the co-design and requirements refinements
for pilot 4

 Describe initial user scenario

 Describe gameplay used to refine scenario

 Short overview of the analysis of the gameplay by combining text, 
observation and qualitative analysis techniques
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Presentation Notes
To feed into the requirements deliverable work package within H2020 project



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start with the user scenarioI want to share a story… imagine







You are near 
hidden treasure
“….We want to 
remain as we 

are…”
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A patriotic song Come here from France, Belgium, Prussia, we want to show you our fatherlandask in all directions, We want to remain what we are.



Rue de loge
X
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A patriotic song Come here from France, Belgium, Prussia, we want to show you our fatherland ask in all directions, We want to remain what we are.



Finding Hidden History:

Discover historical object Discover reflective narrative



Finding Hidden History:

Discover historical object Discover reflective narrative

3 modes of 
reflection

• Reflective Tag 
• Like / Dislike or 

Agree/Disagree  or 
Rate/ 

• Answer reflective 
questions



Paper prototyping and co-design: 
The Crosscult board game

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do we know if this is a good idea, what requirements work, which ones don’t, what are we missing  - how to co-design and gather requirements without building a higher costs technology prototype  - do people find the user scenario interesting?Throw the die, move the pawn, find/ land on a treasure and use the remaining pips of  the die to contribute a reflection. First round – equal points were awarded for each separate type pf reflection The board was made from a map of the city of Luxembourg with the locations of points of interest highlighted – these were places were locations where historic objects could be found. Small steeping stones were located between objects which helped to symbolise the movement through the city. Movement between the historical objects was determined by a die roles (see figure xxx)  ….more info. These dice also determined type modes of interaction possibl





Develop game to evaluate existing requirements and define 
new ones = co-design

The game designer
The developer

The players

The Project Coordinator

Predefined tags

The board

Round 1 Game Play: the set up

The score card

Likes/dislike 
interactions
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Presentation Notes
1.Define a user scenario2. Define paper prototypes for interactions3. Design a board game4. Ask people to play 5. Observe and ask for opinion and feedback6. Analysis results7. Repeat step 4 to 6 three times8. Develop technology prototype 9. Repeat step 4 to 610. Define requirements



Testing the idea?

The “reflective 
postcard” booklet

The user 
contributions

Round 1 Game Play: 

• Do the modes of reflection work?
• Do players like the concept of a 

treasure hunt?



Effective questions: 
• Elicit an emotional response 
• Were easy to understand
• Engaged people in providing personal response

Modes of reflections  – the “GOOD”



Modes of reflections - the “BAD”

• On reflective questions: Rnd 1 Gameplay
• “it felt like a student assessment” 
• “it was hard to concentrate on difficult questions when lots of noise was around”
• The dislike (black sticker) was applied 9 times to 7  different questions !
• a good method … Although some questions were not very clear, I like the idea of questions because 

they focused my attention and necessitated an answer, ” and player 2 said, “it's nice to leave a comment 
to explain what you felt and what others felt at the same location”. 



Cultural content, object discovery and  locations

Observations: 

 Playful way to learn about the history of a 
city” [Player 3;  May 2016] 

 Enables effortless learning associated with 
places

 Some confusion : greater emphasis was 
needed on how the place (POI), topic 
(thread) and historic object should be 
connected.
 “context, or explanation of another layer” 

(Player 2, 29/6/16

 Malta twinning was confusing

 Treasure cards were not effective
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Presentation Notes
Asked a series of open ended questions based on varies constructs we wanted to evaluate analysed the responses using TextTexture



Round 1: Reflections & observations - Rules

• Played strategically to win more 

points  

• Rules too complicated:  

• Hard to understand the point 

scoring system

• Game was too slow at the 

beginning

• User did not like  the restriction 

on the number of interactions 

with the objects 

• Some would like more 

interaction between each other 

No one knew who won!
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Game drove competition



Redesign – score board, rules, treasure found, 
predefined tag list 



Design refined 

same players: evaluate 
improvements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reduction in number of dislikescaptions, questions and topics should be less abstract questions should provoke a personal reflection with responses drawn from players own experiences reflections should enable players to contribute their thoughts to a collective public history questions should be clear, concise and avoid invoking a feeling of being back at school or being assessed ie they needed to spark a curiosity and desire in players to contribute and reflect on others contributions should enable out of place reflections at a later date since questions can trigger delayed thoughts. S



Round 3 Game Play – new players: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Used same set of postcardsSuggestions for missions/quests  = collect as many objects in 30 minutes; collect all objects for the topic on language…/.Reflections stimulated by chain reaction – reading narrative and responses of others Levels 



Observations

• Preference to contribute responses 
to reflective questions (3rd Round)

• Improved questions
• Personal responses
• Personal connections to topics

• good initiative to involve player into 
a more deeper reflection personal 
experiences (Player 1: 29/6/2016) 

• You feel to be part of it and to have 
the possibility of giving your opinion” 
(Player 5; 29/6/2016)

Influential words of round 2 and 3 players  from 
questionnaire reponses associated with 

reflective questions 



Observations of contributions

Breadth of responses:

reflect on the experiences of the collective ‘other’
in an objective manner using persons, people or 
the third person (they)

• Consider emotions of the other eg, “they are 
afraid”

• Significance : “Language is very important…

Successful questions asked players more personal questions 

Do you think there are difference in communication
depending on the language you use?



Next steps: Technology prototype



Next steps: Technology prototype



Next steps: Evaluate the technology prototype in the 
wild!

Fancy giving it a try? Come and be a tester,  we need you! 



How does this fit to larger project: 
Crosscult building blocks

Platform Pilots

Open 
Data

Living 
Lab

1. Large multi-thematic venue
2. Many small venues

3. One venue, non-typical connections
4. Multiple cities, “Past & Present” 

interplay

• Materialise reflective history framework
• Supported by business plan
• Front-end: user-friendly tools for 
market-ready apps

• Back-end: Integrated artefacts

• Opens project R&D to outside world
• Stakeholders observe experiments & 
evaluation in real-time

• Partners integrate external feedback 

• H2020 Open Research Data Pilot
• Make generated research data as 
accessible as possible while 
protecting sensitive data

www.Crosscult.eu

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Call: EU H2020 Topic: REFLECTIVE-6-2015 - Innovation ecosystems of digital cultural assetsType: Innovation ActionTimeline: 36 months, starting March 2016Budget: 3,7M Euros
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